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Views: Libya Unprepared for Peace, Crisis Exacerbated by Lack of
Consensus while Constitution Remains in Limbo
Ragab Saad

In over eight years since its transitional phase began, Libya has become a state riven by political
divisions and armed conflict, rather than a human rights-respecting, democratic state aligned with
the goals of its 2011 revolution. Teeming with militias and violent extremist groups, human rights
violations are endemic and committed with impunity, amid fragile state institutions incapable of
upholding the rule of law. A consensus between the warring parties is requisite to achieving a
comprehensive political resolution to end the suffering of Libyans, fatigued by conflict, insecurity,
and instability; regrettably, the transitional period has lacked this direly-needed consensus. In
meetings brokered by the international community, treaty after treaty is concluded then broken by
the warring parties. Amid this acute political polarization and violence, the Constitutional Drafting
Assembly (CDA) released a draft constitution in the summer of 2017; a constitution that neither
respects human rights nor was put to popular referendum. With the international community
beginning to abandon the concept of needing a constitution as a first or foundational step in the
transitional process in favour of focusing on elections instead, the prospects of ending the Libyan
nightmare were only further dimmed by the conflict erupting on April 4th.
In the wake of armed conflicts, civil wars, popular revolutions, and national independence,
constitution-building is a vital process for states seeking to end armed conflict and become
democracies. Promoting social peace- by addressing the past and holding those responsible for
human rights violations to account, and by addressing the causes of political polarization – requires
a restructuring of state political, judicial, and security institutions and the establishment of a new
social contract strengthening democracy and protecting freedoms and human rights. Accordingly,
constitution-writing and/or the enactment of constitutional amendments ending discrimination and
combatting corruption, and ensuring the peaceful rotation of power is a vital political objective for
states seeking to end conflict and become democracies wherein political actors resolve their
conflicts non-violently through the ballot box in free and fair elections based on democratic rules.
The years following the end of the Cold War in 1989 were awash with constitution building
processes, not only in East Europe but also in many states in South America, Africa, and Asia,
following radical political shifts, some as a result of conflicts.1 Despite the abundance of
constitution building expertise and experience, no single constitutional formula will be viable in
all divergent national contexts and circumstances; the particularity of which will shape the
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constitution’s final form. These unique contexts will determine important variables of the
constitution-building process, such as: the selection-process of the constitutional drafters, (whether
it be a constituent assembly, committee or group of experts); the independence of this group of
constitutional drafters, the degree to which they are representative all segments of society, and
their political and ideological biases. These divergent contexts also influence the constitutional
drafters’ commitment to the values of justice, democracy, and international human rights
standards.
Constitution building is largely contingent upon the willingness of competing parties to
negotiate a political settlement, maintain peace and the rule of law, hold human rights violators to
account, and implement transitional justice measures. Other factors are important as well, such as
foreign interference and local actors’ engagement with it, economic conditions, and whether there
are stark regional divisions in the country and demands for regional self-rule. Ethnic and minority
groups potentially play a significant role in bargaining over rights and demands during the
constitutional drafting process and peace negotiations, out of fear for majority disregard of their
rights, and to avoid becoming marginalized as a permanent parliamentary minority.2
Peace negotiations are especially vital to constitution-building. An emphasis on achieving a
peace agreement may come at the expense of other, no less important objectives, such as writing
a good constitution endorsed across social constituencies. Such was the case in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, as the spotlight on the 1995 Dayton Accords left constitution building in the
shadows; in the push to achieve the peace agreement, insufficient attention was given to creating
a genuinely democratic constitution that upholds citizenship rights and adheres to international
human rights standards. These shortcomings were later addressed after the constitution’s
adoption.3
On the other hand, building a constitution before concluding a peace treaty may a practical
impossibility. In this case an interim constitution, which establishes concrete objectives for the
framers of the permanent constitution, may be used in the transitional phase, as was the case in
Nepal. Similarly, a roadmap may navigate the constitutional writing process, as the Bonn
Agreement of 2001 did for Afghanistan. Mozambique provides an inverse case study: a
constitution was drafted by the government in 1990 with the goal of forcing the rebels to negotiate
for peace.4
The question of identity – majority versus minority identities, the definition of identity and its
impact on legislation and human rights- poses a significant challenge to the constitution building
process. The striving of ethnic, racial, or religious minorities for recognition in the constitution
(linguistic, symbolic, historical), is potentially faced with resistance from the majority, who may
fear the formal integration of minority identities into the overall identity of the nation and its
citizenry.
Likewise, questions of identity may fuel conflict during the constitutional writing process. In
Iraq, after the US invasion and the fall of Saddam Hussein’s regime, discussions over the Iraqi
constitution spurred a debate about identity issues, including the role of religion in the constitution,
which in turn alarmed advocates of human rights and individual liberties.5 Similar debates about
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religion, state, and identity have occurred recently in other Arab states such as Egypt, Tunisia, and
Libya during their constitution building processes, as we will discuss further.
In addition, holding elections before a constitution is written—meaning before various parties
agree on the rules and framework for elections, the rotation of power, and the prerogatives of
elected bodies—potentially has grave consequences for the status of democracy, rights, and
liberties in the constitution. The elections may produce a parliamentary majority hostile to the
international human rights system and democratic values. This in turn will influence the formation
of the constitution-writing assembly and result in the intentional exclusion of weaker political and
social forces.
Constitution Writing in the Context of the Arab Spring
In the wake of the Arab Spring uprisings, the public sphere was very rapidly split between the
forces of political Islam and the so-called civil forces. A debate raged over the identity of the state
(religious or civil?), the status of Islamic law (shari‘a) in the constitution, and the stance on public
and private freedoms. In 2011, Tunisia, Libya, and Egypt entered transitional phases accompanied
by confusion, muddling, insecurity, and economic deterioration; with the pace of constitution
writing and holding elections varying in each state. Each state’s constitution differed in the extent
to which it respected democratic values, equality, human rights, and the declared objectives of the
revolutions, as well as the extent to which it complied with the constitution after its adoption.
After Egypt’s revolution of 25 January 2011, a debate ensued among revolutionary forces and
liberal, leftist, and Islamist parties over whether the constitution or parliamentary elections should
come first. The referendum of 19 March 2011 resolved this dispute in favour of the latter. Political
Islamist groups subsequently won a parliamentary majority and dominated the formation of the
constituent assembly. In 2012, that assembly wrote a skewed constitution hostile to democracy
and showing little regard for liberties and human rights.6
The 2012 constitution was suspended after the armed forces assumed power in Egypt upon the
ouster of President Mohammed Morsi and the Muslim Brotherhood in the summer of 2013; and a
new assembly formed to write another constitution. Although rights and liberties in the 2014
constitution fared better than in the 2012 document, the subsequent constitution nevertheless
contained loopholes allowing for restriction and erosion of rights and liberties.7 Even the
guarantees inscribed in 2014 constitution were not honoured or respected, with government of
President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi flouting Egypt’s international human rights obligations as well as
its constitutional guarantees.8 In 2019, amendments were introduced to extend the term of the
current president, in contravention of the constitution.9
The political polarization in Tunisia was less acute than in Egypt. The Islamist Ennahda
movement, which had a majority in the constituent assembly, pragmatically stated in the
constitution that Tunisia is a free country, the language of which is Arabic and religion Islam; and
did not insist on including a provision declaring Islamic law to be the reference for legislation.
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Under pressure from civil society and other political forces, it also ceded demands for strict
provisions related to blasphemy and women’s rights.10
Even so, the transitional phase in Tunisia was not smooth, marred by political violence and a
serious political crisis resulting from the assassination of two secular political leaders. Mediation
by four Tunisian civil society organizations overcame the crisis and contributed to the draft
constitution’s approval in January 2014, clearly demonstrating the significant role played by civil
society in Tunisia’s transition. In addition, the Ennahda leadership was influenced by the Muslim
Brotherhood’s downfall in Egypt; making it more amenable to the civil society initiative, and to
adhering to a roadmap stipulating the resignation of the Ennahda government as part of the political
settlement.
Post-Revolution Constitution Building in the Libyan Context
The long history of constitutionalism in Egypt and civil society’s assumption of leadership in
Tunisia contrasted starkly with Libya’s very limited constitutional experience (a brief experiment
discarded by the Gaddafi regime, which ruled without a constitution) and its lack of freedom to
form civil society organizations and political parties. Both Egypt and Tunisia had established
political movements and parties with varying capacities for mobilization and organization,
particularly the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt and Ennahda in Tunisia; while in Libya, for decades
there was no freedom to form political parties or civil society organizations, and there had never
been a presidential election. Libyans entered the post-Gaddafi phase without the constitutional,
political, and rights legacies of other Arab Spring states or their organizational resources. In
addition, ongoing armed conflicts and severe political divisions have influenced the now yearslong debate over the constitution.
A Libyan constituent assembly was formed during the independence era in October 1950, with
sixty members, twenty representing each of the three main regions: Barqa in the east, Tripoli in
the west, and Fezzan in the south. The constitution was adopted in October 1951, nearly two
months before Libya’s declaration of independence on 24 December 1951. A major amendment
was introduced in 1963 annulling the federation between the three regions and appointing King
Idris al-Senussi the king of a united Libya. In 1969, Colonel Muammar al-Gaddafi staged a coup
ousting the king and initiating a new authoritarian regime amenable to violence and hostile to
political pluralism. Party and political activity was criminalized, and the military coup suspended
the 1951 constitution, but saw no need for a new constitution. Gaddafi preferred to rule without
one, establishing the ‘jamahiriya’ order that he expounded on in his Green Book. In that book of
quasi-political theory, Gaddafi claimed that the jamahiriya system would enable the people to rule
themselves via popular congresses without a constitutional framework or even an assembly of
elected representatives.
Before the Libyan popular revolution erupted on 17 February 2011 against the Gaddafi regime,
demands for a constitution were heard from the political and judicial elite.11 Gaddafi engaged with
these demands as part of his attempt to contain their impact on the citizenry amidst the wave of
8
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optimism that swept the region after the Tunisian and Egyptian revolutions brought down President
Zein el-Abidine Ben Ali and President Hosni Mubarak respectively.12 In this context, it was natural
that a constitution would be one of the major demands of political and rights groups from the first
days of the revolution.
On 3 August 2011, the internationally recognized National Transitional Council (NTC), which
had assumed administration of the country, issued the first constitutional declaration, even before
all of Libyan territory was liberated. Some observers believed that the August declaration allowed
for the country’s constitutional legacy to be disregarded during the constitutional debate following
the revolution.13 Some Libyans believe that the NTC should have resurrected the 1951 constitution,
suspended by Gaddafi forty-two years earlier, arguing that the natural constitutional trajectory
would have been to build on the independence era constitution of 1951.14
To draft a permanent constitution, the constitutional declaration provided for the formation of
the Constitutional Drafting Assembly (CDA), appointed by the legislative authority established at
that time, the General National Congress (GNC). But just days before the election of the GNC, the
NTC amended the declaration to make the CDA an elected body, rather than one selected by the
congress.15 Some saw this as an erosion of the GNC’s prerogatives.16 The amended declaration
stipulated that the CDA’s decisions would be adopted by a majority of two-thirds plus one vote
and also extended the deadline for writing the constitution to 120 days, or four months, from the
date of the assembly’s first meeting. In July 2012, the 200-member GNC was elected, and in
August, the NTC ceded power to the congress.17 The largest plurality in the parliament with 39
seats was a coalition of national forces known as part of Libya’s liberal current, led by former
Prime Minister Mahmoud Jibril. The Islamist Justice and Construction Party won 17 seats while
the National Front took three seats.18
Political Divisions, Legal and Constitutional Quagmires
On 20 July 2013, the GNC issued Law 17/2003 on the election of the CDA.19 The law provided
for a sixty-member assembly, with twenty members representing each of the major geographic
regions: Barqa in the east, Tripoli in the west, and Fezzan in the south. Members would be elected
by a simple majority vote via direct, secret ballot in an election of individual candidates; the
candidate with the most votes would win the seat and ties would be broken by drawing lots. The
law designated six seats for women, or only 10 percent of the assembly. The law also required
representation for special Libyan cultural and linguistic constituencies, meaning the Amazigh, the
Tebu, and the Tuareg. Some believe that the law failed to ensure proper representation for all social
constituencies, particularly cultural and linguistic minorities. The Supreme Amazigh Council
announced its rejection of the law and boycotted the election, nominating no one for the two seats
designated for Amazigh.
With time, the political divisions deepened. Violent extremist groups emerged to exploit the
political and security vacuum left in the wake of the state’s collapse in 2011 and committed crimes
and grave human rights abuses. The conflict in Libya took a dramatic turn in February 2014, when
9
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former General Khalifa Haftar demanded that the army assume control pending new elections.
Some three months later, on 16 May 2014, Haftar announced the commencement of a military
operation dubbed ‘Libya’s Dignity’ in the city of Benghazi, with the goal of eradicating what he
called extremist control of the state and saving the country from anarchy, and he sought to suspend
the operation of the elected legislature.
Haftar received the support of eastern tribes and former military personnel angry about the 2013
Political Isolation Law and the assassination of several senior officers. On the other side, the GNC
accused Haftar of attempting to restore the old regime and bury the revolution and the forces
representing it. In response to Operation Dignity, in July 2014 Islamist forces and groups launched
Operation Libya Dawn and managed to take the capital of Tripoli in the west. The forces declared
the elected House of Representatives illegitimate and called on the GNC, whose term had now
ended, to resume operations and form a government. The House moved to Tobruk in the east, thus
establishing two competing governments in the east and west.
In this turbulent political climate, the CDA was supposed to carry on with its work, discussing
a new constitution for Libya that would meet Libyans’ hopes for the realization of the revolution’s
goals, including a democratic transition and robust respect for human rights. The CDA worked for
some three years, during which it released several versions before the adoption of the final draft in
July 2017. No single political group or ideology clearly dominated the assembly. The majority of
members were non-political and did not belong to political groupings. Disputes arose between the
members of the assembly and its president, some of them resolved in court, concerning the
meetings of the assembly outside Libya or the legal quorum required to approve provisions in the
constitution. The judiciary also ruled to dismiss the head of the assembly because of his US
citizenship. Despite claims of non-bias and non-affiliation with parties to the conflict, some
assembly members believe that the CDA’s decisions were influenced by the shift in the dominant
political and military forces in some regions.20
The parties to the Libyan conflict reached a political agreement in late 2015 that gave the CDA
until 24 March 2016 to complete a constitutional draft. If no agreed-upon draft constitution could
be completed, a small committee would be formed of five representatives each from the House of
Representatives and the State Council, with the participation of the Cabinet during proceedings to
ensure a resolution. Nevertheless, the CDA could not complete a draft constitution by the deadline.
After a marathon session, a final draft was released on 29 July 2017, approved by a vote of fortythree members of the assembly.21
Given the political divisions and ongoing, multilateral military conflicts, the writing and
adoption of the constitution was encumbered by procedural and legal obstacles that were not
overcome by the release of the final version. Some two weeks later, the Bayda Appeals Court ruled
to cancel the draft constitution’s referral to the House of Representatives.22 Another six months
later, on 14 February 2018, the Libyan Supreme Court overturned the appellate court ruling.
A new obstacle appeared soon enough, however, originating from the law governing the
constitutional referendum. Under the seventh amendment to the constitutional declaration, within
thirty days of the CDA’s completion or release of the draft constitution, it is to be put to a yes/no
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referendum.23 If Libyans approve the draft by a two-thirds majority, the CDA ratifies the vote and
it becomes the country’s constitution, to be referred to the House of Representatives for
promulgation.
If the constitutional draft is not approved, the document is returned to the assembly to be
rewritten and put to another referendum within thirty days of the first referendum’s announced
results. The problem was that the House of Representatives had not obtained the legal quorum
necessary to approve the law within the stipulated time. Some accused House Speaker Aguila
Saleh of intentionally delaying the vote on the law and thereby delaying the referendum after his
failed attempts to dissolve the CDA, ‘fearing that the constitutional roadmap and elections would
sideline him.’24
The House of Representatives finally issued the referendum law in September 2018, but
fundamental amendments were introduced in November 2018 that affected the conditions for the
referendum. In the tenth constitutional declaration, the House of Representatives adopted the
historical three-region system (Barqa, Tripoli, and Fezzan) for the constitutional referendum. The
constitution would be approved by a two-thirds majority of all voters, provided that each of the
three districts approved it by 50 percent plus one vote. This condition could impede the passage of
the constitution if it were not win the required support in any of the three districts. The condition
also contravenes the constitutional declaration, which stipulated a two-thirds majority vote all over
Libya.
Disarray in the International Community and Recalcitrant Libyan Parties
As the CDA was on the verge of completing the draft constitution in late July 2017, France hosted
talks between Fayez al-Sarraj, the prime minister of the national unity government or Government
of National Accord (GNA), and Libyan National Army (LNA) commander Khalifa Haftar,
mediated by the French president. Al-Sarraj and Haftar agreed to a ceasefire and presidential and
parliamentary elections at the earliest possible date, with no mention of the need for a democratic
constitutional framework establishing the rules of the electoral system, guaranteeing its fairness,
and defining the prerogatives of the president and legislature. Neither party proved able to
implement the agreement. The fate of the political settlement, the end of the transitional period,
and a resolution of the legitimacy crisis in Libya remained uncertain.
In the meantime, the international community observed the continued security instability and
political division in Libya with mounting fear, concerned about the potential threat to its
neighbours as well as the waves of irregular migration across the Mediterranean. In September
2017, UN Special Envoy Ghassan Salamé announced a multistage UN plan to end the prolonged
transition in Libya, which included changes to the political agreement followed by a national
conference that would bring together the different parties with the goal of reaching an agreement.
The plan expected the House of Representatives to prioritize laws for the constitutional referendum
and presidential and parliamentary elections, and it gave the CDA the opportunity to review the
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constitution and edit it based on observations and proposals that would be received at the
conference.
Salamé set a deadline of one year to implement the plan.25 The Libya Quartet (UN, African
Union, EU, and the Arab League) approved Salamé’s plan in a meeting in New York.26 Al-Sarraj
was in agreement with the vision of the UN mission and he attempted to persuade Haftar to back
the plan in the Cairo meeting, but the military commander proved to be an obstacle, declaring that
he did not recognize the elections conducted by the National Elections Committee in Tripoli.
Demonstrators came out in Benghazi in support of Haftar, demanding that he be appointed
president without elections.27
Several factors favoured the plan’s potential implementation, including the international
community’s desire to end the Libyan crisis, and Libyans’ exasperation with the prolonged
transition period and their fear of continued chaos. Nevertheless, the deadline passed with neither
a political settlement, a constitutional referendum, nor elections. As part of the UN mission’s desire
to convene a Libyan dialogue on ending the transitional phase, it backed the consultation process
of the Libyan National Conference, which had resulted in various proposals from Libyan citizens
on how to address the constitutional and electoral deadlock.28
Nevertheless, the UN mission failed to convince the political factions of the necessity of
reaching a political consensus and implementing it in concrete, calculated steps. Libyan parties
and institutions lacked the necessary political will to end the transitional phase, and individual
interests took precedence over the interests of Libya and its people. Libyan parties had also become
accustomed to meeting in joint discussions that ended with promises and agreements that were not
honoured, whether it be to hold a referendum or hold parliamentary and presidential elections, in
order to end the seemingly endless transition.
The four main Libyan actors—Fayez al-Sarraj, the head of the Government of National Accord
(GNA); military commander Khalifa Haftar, head of the Libyan National Army (LNA) ; House
Speaker Aguila Saleh; and Khalid al-Mishri, the head of the Tripoli-based State Council—met in
Paris in May 2018 with the French president and UN envoy Ghassan Salamé and agreed to a
political declaration on Libya, known as the Paris Agreement. The declaration provided for a
common agreement setting “the constitutional basis for elections and to adopt electoral laws by
Sept. 16 with a view to holding legislative and presidential elections on Dec. 10.’29
The participating parties drafted a timetable that lacked, in addition to realistic expectations,
any concrete strategy to end the state of lawlessness and address the existence of numerous armed
factions that could impede the referendum and election process. Rights groups also warned that
the Paris Agreement would be rendered meaningless by continued security sector fragmentation
and ongoing impunity for crimes committed by all parties.30 And, in fact, the Paris Agreement
failed to bring about the referendum and elections by the deadline.
Before 2018 came to a close, Salamé announced that the Libyan National Conference would
meet in the early weeks of 2019 to organize elections for the first quarter of the year. Salamé
believed that elections could be held, even absent a constitutional referendum, based on an
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understanding among Libyans ‘on other constitutional rules [that may be found] in the
constitutional declaration or another place in order to hold fully transparent elections.’31
The conference did not convene as Salamé promised, neither tangible steps were implemented
to hold elections in the first quarter of 2019 or at a later date, nor did political actors reach an
understanding on a referendum date or a constitutional basis for elections in the near future.
Nevertheless, on 28 February 2019, the UN mission announced a meeting in Abu Dhabi between
al-Sarraj and Haftar, sponsored by Salamé, which concluded with an agreement to end the
transitional phase with general elections. No concrete details were given to the Libyan people to
assure them that this ‘agreement,’ unlike previous ones, was serious and backed by the political
will to carry it out.
On 4 April, shortly after the Abu Dhabi agreement, Haftar surprised everyone by ordering his
troops to advance on Tripoli, declaring it his objective to purge the capital of militias and end
terrorism. As Haftar’s forces began advancing, UN Secretary-General António Guterres was in
Tripoli preparing for the national reconciliation conference in mid-April, in which Haftar was
scheduled to participate.32 According to reports, Haftar’s forces were backed by some Arab states
and Western capitals, and some outlets reported that he had received military support from several
allies.33
Al-Sarraj issued an arrest warrant for Haftar and condemned the international community’s
silence on the national army’s advance on the capital. In particular, he accused France of backing
Haftar. Militias supporting al-Sarraj’s government pledged to defend Tripoli. After more than a
month passed without Haftar taking the capital, the French presidency issued a statement on 8 May
calling for an unconditional ceasefire. On 13 May, after hundreds were killed, over 2,000 people
wounded, and more than 55,000 people displaced, the EU issued a statement calling Haftar’s
offensive against Tripoli ‘a threat to international security and peace.’34
The potential for a ceasefire remains uncertain; and even if a ceasefire is concluded and Haftar’s
forces retreat to their locations as of 4 April, it is absurd for international parties to believe the
situation will simply to return to the status quo ante of the Abu Dhabi agreement. There is no
choice but to stake out a new negotiating trajectory and seek a political resolution based on the
new conditions currently prevailing in Libya.
Rights and Liberties in the Draft Constitution
Since 4 April 2019, amidst the battles underway near Tripoli, there has been no space for a serious
discussion of taking the CDA’s draft constitution to the ballot box. Yet certainly after a peace
agreement is reached, Libyans will seek to write a constitution for the country. It will then be
useful to evaluate the CDA’s experience and consider that draft. The crisis of the Libyan
constitution is not only a matter of political divisions and conflicts or a matter of the international
community’s failure to help the Libyan people end the transitional period, now culminating its
eighth year with no discernible end in sight. There are also grave concerns about the status of rights
and liberties in the assembly’s draft constitution, in particular the status of Islamic law and its
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impact on human rights and freedoms, citizenship rights and women’s rights, constitutional
guarantees for the protection of rights and liberties, and minority rights.
Islamic law, shari‘a, has been prominent in political and revolutionary discourse from the
beginning of Libya’s revolution.35 It took several years for the CDA to agree upon the status of
shari‘a in the constitution, and the provision on shari‘a was subject to continuous changes and
debate.36 In the draft constitution released in April 2016, Article 8 was amended to read, ‘Islam is
the state religion, and shari‘a is the source of legislation in accordance with the religiously
recognized schools and interpretations, although no particular juridical opinion is binding in
interpretive matters. The provisions of the constitution shall be interpreted based on this.’
The formulation is vague about the meaning of ‘the recognized schools and interpretations,’
and how such schools and interpretations, with which the legislature must comply, are to be
defined and who will define them. There was an attempt to add a provision stipulating the
formation of a supreme fatwa committee. An amended version of Article 8 appeared in the final
draft of 2017 as Article 6, which states, ‘Islam is the state religion, and shari‘a is the source of
legislation.’ The final version also included a provision precluding any future amendments to this
article.37 It seems that similar debates about the status of Islamic law in the constitution, as seen in
Egypt in particular, influenced debates within the Libyan CDA, which was unable to disengage
from the traditional climate in the region when it comes to thought about religion in the constitution
and legislation; and appeared willing to sacrifice human rights to appease the dominant strain of
religious thought in society.
The Libyan legal environment and social conventions do not provide guarantees for women’s
rights. On the contrary, women face discrimination and diminished rights to equality. In this
framework, there has been a prolonged discussion of women’s rights in the constitution.38 The
April 2016 draft required the state to issue legislation guaranteeing protection for women,
increasing their status in society, banning discrimination against them, and eliminating social
customs that infringe upon their dignity. It also recognized women’s right to pass their Libyan
citizenship on to their children, although it left it to the law to regulate this right, which threatened
this gain.39 The final draft dropped all references to this right.
In its chapter on transitional measures, the 2016 text included an article to ensure representation
for women in the House of Representatives and local councils, requiring the legislature to
designate 25 percent of seats in the House and local councils to women for 12 years following the
adoption of the constitution, or three electoral terms. In contrast, Article 185 of the final draft
requires representation for women in the House and local councils for only two electoral terms.
Some observers attributed this retreat to the poor representation of women in the CDA itself.40
Article 13 of the draft constitution states that international treaties and agreements ratified by
Libya take precedence over ordinary law but are subordinate to the constitution; and it requires the
state to implement this provision in a way that does not contravene other constitutional provisions.
Positioning international treaties and conventions on a higher legal rung than ordinary law opens
the door to changes in the Libyan legislative framework that could bring it more in line with
international human rights standards. It could also allow human rights defenders to challenge the
14
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constitutionality of laws that contravene the international human rights system. However, the fact
that the constitution takes precedence over such conventions and that its provisions cannot be
superseded will render Article 6 (which, as we recall, establishes Islam as the state religion and
shari’a as the source of legislation) an obstacle to bringing legislation in line with the international
human rights system.
The phrase ‘in accordance with the provisions of the constitution’ is the Trojan horse of the
Libyan draft constitution. It not only restricts the full application of international conventions, but
it could also be used to circumscribe citizenship rights and open the door to discrimination between
citizens in an article that ostensibly provides for citizens’ equality. Article 7 of the draft prohibits
discrimination between citizens for any reason, in accordance with the provisions of the
constitution. This again raises the spectre of Article 6, which could be invoked to prevent Libyans
from exercising their full rights of citizenship.
The draft constitution does not guarantee equal rights for citizens and does not seek to
strengthen citizenship rights. In addition to the foregoing, Article 69 requires candidates for the
House of Representatives to be Libyan Muslims, while Article 76 establishes the same condition
for the Senate. Article 99 requires presidential candidates to be ‘Muslim Libyan with two Muslim
parents.’ Also worthy of note here is that the chapter on rights and freedoms contains no article on
the protection of freedom of religion and belief.
Article 34 compels the state to protect human dignity, prevent violence, and combat torture,
cruel, degrading, and inhuman treatment, and enforced disappearance, but it is silent about
punishment for persons responsible for torture or enforced disappearance, and it does not require
the state to compensate victims.
Article 41 establishes a constitutional basis for the protection of freedom of association and the
freedom to form and join associations, barring the suspension or dissolution of civil society
organizations except through the courts. Article 42 grants civil society organizations the right to
submit draft legislation, but leaves it to the law to regulate the procedures for civil society
participation in the legislative process.
Article 43 protects the right of peaceful assembly and demonstration, but it permits the use of
force ‘in case of necessity,’ a vague formulation that could give the security forces the right to
interpret ‘necessity’ and use force against peaceful demonstrators in a public square.
Article 159 provides for the establishment of the National Council on Human Rights, tasked
with cementing the human rights values and public liberties found in Islamic law and international
conventions. It gives the council the right to recommend ratification of international human rights
conventions, provided they do not contravene the provisions of the constitution. The article does
not provide for the council’s independence and an autonomous budget that would make it
independent of the central authority. The provision also fails to provide for the inclusion of human
rights defenders on the council, which contravenes the Paris Principles on the formation of national
human rights bodies.
In the chapter on transitional provisions, the draft constitution requires the state to implement
transitional justice, issue a law for the disclosure of truth, provide compensation and
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accountability, and vet institutions. It also provides for the creation of a transitional justice body
to oversee the implementation of a transitional justice program as part of a comprehensive national
reconciliation.
Minorities Rebel against the Draft Constitution
Article 2 of the draft constitution states, ‘The languages spoken by Libyans or some of them,
among them Arabic, Amazigh, Tuareg, and Tebu, are a cultural and linguistic heritage and a
common reservoir belonging to all Libyans.’ It defines Arabic as the state language, but requires
the issuance of a law regulating the inclusion of Libyan languages in public life and on the state
level. This formulation recognizes the various cultural components of the Libyan people. Article
195 on procedures for amending the constitution also protects Article 2 from any future
amendment.
Nevertheless, this article was unable to resolve the debate in Libya on the rights of the primary
minorities (the Tebu, Amazigh, and Tuareg), a debate that began very early, as the law on the CDA
was being drafted. Two seats on the assembly were designated for each of the three minorities,
which did not satisfy the minority communities. A promise was made to amend the constitutional
declaration to require the assembly to come to a consensus with the minority communities on
issues related to them, but it was not honoured.
In a joint statement on 17 July 2013, the three minority communities announced that they would
boycott the CDA election, neither running candidates nor voting in it, and they threatened civil
disobedience. Under continued pressure, the GNC amended the seventh constitutional declaration
in March 2015 to require the CDA to make its decisions by a two-thirds plus one majority vote
and to reach a consensus with special cultural and linguistic Libyan communities on provisions
related to them. A follow-up election was held in which Tuareg and Tebu participated, while the
Amazigh continued to boycott, seeking to stipulate a need for agreement on particular issues.
The CDA debated the meaning of ‘consensus,’ but it ended without tangible results. Disputes
then arose within the assembly over minority representation on the working committee, which
resulted in the Tebu and Tuareg representatives boycotting the assembly in June 2015. In January
2016, the minority communities formed a coordinating committee to reject any draft constitution
that was not issued with the consensus of the minorities. The UN mediated negotiations between
the Tebu, Tuareg, and the CDA in Salalah, Oman, which ended with the Tebu rejecting the
assembly’s proposal and the Tuareg accepting them.
Minority resistance to the draft constitution is attributed, by some observers, to the assembly’s
lack of political will in regards to reducing the substantial disparities in representation, resource
distribution, and power sharing between minorities and the rest of the population. As such,
minority communities sought to ensure their full rights in the constitution, fearing they would
otherwise be left to the whims of the parliamentary majority in the future.
Parliamentary representation is primary concern for minorities. While the draft constitution
guarantees ‘a minimum threshold of representation for cultural and linguistic constituencies’ in
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the article on membership in the House, it does not stipulate the minimum as it does with women’s
representation.41 In addition, the draft suspends naturalization procedures for ten years from the
date the constitution enters into force, although Tebu residents of the Aouzou region, who were
stripped of citizenship in the Gaddafi era, are facing a crisis now.42
Conclusion
For years, Libya has suffered from a lack of consensus among parties to the conflict. Elites have
lacked the political will to end the armed conflict while political divisions are further deepened by
regional conflicts; with militias and factions receiving financial support and weapons from various
states in the region. While the international community has looked on apprehensively at the
presence of violent extremist groups in Libya’s expansive geographic territory and along its
coastline, which is a launching point for irregular migration north, it has failed to manage the peace
and transitional phase in the years following the fall of the Gaddafi regime. Although the UN
envoy’s plan provided for a referendum on the constitution prior to elections, the constitution
seems to have fallen out of consideration in the wake of setbacks to the UN plan and the failure of
the Paris Agreement. The goal now is to organize elections, as if by doing can alone save Libya
from the maelstrom of anarchy and violence.
After eight years of suffering and chaos, and enormous casualties, it is disheartening to say the
least that Libyans currently find themselves with no viable options and the revolution’s goals
beyond reach. Libyan politicians are mostly to blame for this bleak state of affairs, before the
international and regional parties involved in the crisis. Libyan leaders have repeatedly partaken
in internationally sponsored meetings, during which they pledge to end the conflict; yet not only
do they then fail to take any tangible steps to do so, but instead, they actively nurture conflict and
deepen divisions. Haftar’s latest assault on Tripoli has put an end to the current negotiating track;
putting peace even further out of reach.
The CDA should not have proceeded with drafting a constitution amidst Libya’s political
polarization, armed conflict, chaos, bloodshed, and violence. The lack of consensus is not only a
feature of the relationship between the political elite and militia leaders; it was also a primary cause
of the crises within the assembly, which ultimately delivered a draft constitution that does not meet
the revolution’s demands for a robust democracy and respect for human rights, and a celebration
of the diversity of the Libyan people.
A constitution alone is certainly not the solution to the Libyan conflict. Nevertheless, Libyans
need to assess the arrangements of the transitional phase, including the method for forming the
CDA and drafting the constitution, in order to avoid repeating mistakes when forming a new body
representative of all Libyans. Even before the constitution, a resolution of Libya’s crisis requires
a consensus for the future, peace, and stability of Libya. If the main actors lack the political will
to reach this consensus without squandering additional opportunities and time, the transitional
phase, which Libyans long to see end, will persist.
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